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SUBSURFACE SEDIMENT MOBILIZATION ON MARS: COMPOSITIONAL ANALYSIS USING
HiRISE COLOR DATA. A. M. Dapremont1 and J. J. Wray1, 1Georgia Institute of Technology School of Earth and
Atmospheric Sciences (adap@gatech.edu).
Introduction: Mud volcanism, a geologic
phenomenon known to occur in both subaerial and
subaqueous environments on Earth [1], has been
invoked to explain the formation of morphologically
diverse edifices across the surface of Mars [2-7] where
the terminology “subsurface sediment mobilization”
has been used as a descriptor. Due to the documented
occurrence of microbial activity at onshore and
offshore mud volcanism sites on Earth [8], and the
ability to study sediments possibly representative of
life in the deep biosphere of Mars [8], surface features
on this latter terrestrial planet suggested to be
subsurface sediment mobilization products are key
sites of astrobiological interest.
We conducted a global assessment of the
compositional characteristics of proposed mud
volcanoes on Mars using visible and near-infrared
spectroscopy data (~ 18 or ~ 36 m/pixel) from the
Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for
Mars (CRISM) [9]. This study revealed (1) 1.4 micron
and 1.9 micron water overtone absorptions indicative
of hydrated minerals, (2) unaltered hydrated glass of
volcanic origin, and (3) high-Ca pyroxene associated
with putative Martian mud volcanoes. However, we
did not confidently identify minerals known to
characterize mud volcanism materials on Earth (e.g.,
phyllosilicates, carbonates, sulfates) [3,9]. Here, we
seek to investigate if high resolution color data (0.250.50 m/pixel) from the High Resolution Imaging
Science Experiment (HiRISE) camera can be used to
acquire additional knowledge about the mineralogical
characteristics of proposed mud volcanoes on Mars.
This investigation will also aid in understanding how
well HiRISE color band ratio data from the Martian
surface match band ratio reflectance values of lab
samples/minerals.
Methods: We examined a total of 44 HiRISE color
images in the three regions (Valles Marineris, Terra
Sirenum, Arabia Terra) where putative Martian mud
volcanoes exhibited hydration signatures [9]. 3-band
(IR, RED, BG) radiometrically-corrected and mapprojected HiRISE JPEG2000 Reduced Data Record
(RDR) color products were imported into Environment
for Visualizing Images (ENVI) software. Regions of
interest (ROIs) were drawn overtop proposed mud
materials and surrounding units (e.g., sand), where
appropriate, for comparison purposes. HiRISE integer
pixel values from each ROI were extracted and
converted to reflectance (I/F) using the following

equation from [10]: I/F = (PIXEL_VALUE *
SCALING_FACTOR) + OFFSET. Each RDR color
product has an associated Planetary Data System
(PDS) label from which the image-specific
SCALING_FACTOR and OFFSET values were
acquired. IR/RED and BG/RED HiRISE color band
ratios were subsequently calculated and plotted for
comparison with CRISM spectral library and U.S.
Geological Survey laboratory spectra convolved to
HiRISE color band passes.
Results: In Valles Marineris, HiRISE color band
ratio values of grey material from an interpreted mud
volcanism edifice [11] (Fig. 1a) plot near fayalite (Fa4)
(Fig. 1e). Elsewhere in the Mars canyon system, color
band ratio values of bright white, as well as white and
light blue, material acquired from features attributed to
mud volcanism [11] (Fig. 1b) plot near jarosite (Fig.
1e). Color band ratio point clusters of darker blue
materials surrounding putative mud features in this
region plot near diopside, endiopside, and hematite
(Fig. 1e). In Terra Sirenum, tan material from proposed
mud mounds [7] (e.g., Fig. 1c) exhibits color band
ratio values consistent with nontronite (Fig. 1e). In this
same region, dark blue material also plots near fayalite
(Fa4) (Fig. 1e). In Arabia Terra, color band ratio data
acquired from suggested mud volcanoes did not align
with any specific minerals from our library. However,
we note that mud material in this region exhibited
some of highest IR/RED ratio values observed (Fig.
1e).
Discussion: The ferric versus ferrous divide
observed in Figure 1e is consistent with our
observations of tan, yellow, and white mud-rich (often
ferric) versus blue non-mud/surrounding (often
ferrous) materials in all three studied regions,
particularly when point cluster averages are calculated
and plotted (e.g., Fig. 1d). We note that a clear divide
between ferric and ferrous material was not observed
in every image’s I/F color band ratio plot, likely due to
mixtures of surface materials. It is also unlikely that
all ROIs were drawn over compositionally pure surface
units, which could explain why Terra Sirenum data
represent the rare occurrence of band ratio point
clusters centered on a specific mineral (Fig. 1e). While
this observation is intriguing because it introduces the
possibility that clay-rich mud material is present in
Terra Sirenum, we must note that there appears to be a
specific limited range over which the color data in all
three regions plot (Fig. 1d-e) (e.g., IR/RED values
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between ~ 0.8 and 1.3; BG/RED values between ~ 0.4
and 0.75). It is even more difficult to definitively
interpret the white and grey material in Valles
Marineris as jarosite and fayalite, respectively, due to
only the edges of the point clusters plotting near these
minerals. Future work will focus on exploring
potentially useful techniques (e.g., ENVI masking) to
determine if additional methods can be used to extract
integer pixel values, and resulting color band ratio
data, resulting in more conclusive mineral
identifications. We also plan to apply our study
methods to CRISM MICA library locations where
HiRISE color images are available in an effort to
determine how well HiRISE color band ratio data
compare with reflectance spectra acquired from the
surface of Mars, with the aim of supplementing
previous analyses [12].
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Figure 1. A. Proposed mud volcanism edifice in
Coprates Chasma, Valles Marineris [11]
(ESP_036109_1675). Scale bar is 200 m. B. Candor
Chaos, Valles Marineris features attributed to mud
volcanism [11] (ESP_019666_1730). Scale bar is 500
m. C. Putative mud volcanism mound in Terra
Sirenum [7] (ESP_047150_1520). Scale bar is 100 m.
North is up in all images. D. Point cluster average
values of mud volcanism (more ferric) and
surrounding materials (more ferrous) in Terra
Sirenum. E. Point cluster values of proposed mud
volcanism and surrounding materials across Mars.
VM = Valles Marineris. TS = Terra Sirenum. AT =
Arabia Terra. Black lines on D and E plots represent
the ferric (left) vs. ferrous (right) divide.
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